Job offer
Metal Fabricator
In a world where sustainably grown crops are paramount, the demand for high-tech greenhouses
continues to grow. Requirements concerning the realisation of projects have changed accordingly.
Today’s entrepreneurs demand efficiency, financial feasibility and food safety. Van der Hoeven has
adapted its approach to greenhouse construction to meet those demands. Since 1953 we are designing
and building horticultural projects around the globe which allows growers and investors to maximize the
return on their investment. We offer crop consultancy where needed and after sales service is one of
our main priorities. This allows us to form long-lasting relationships with our clients of which we are
proud. Every day we work with a team of professionals to optimize our projects and to develop new
systems. Always keeping our main goal in mind: custom designed projects meeting our customer’s
wishes and their specific cultivation requirements.
For multiple turn-key greenhouse projects in Australia, we are looking for experienced Metal Fabricators.
You will be required to work at several projects throughout Australia.
You will be expected to work approximately 38 hours a week plus reasonable additional hours as
necessary to complete the work according to schedule.
Duties
- Installation of miscellaneous greenhouse materials, a.o. pad and fan systems with great accuracy.
- Cutting marked-out metal sections and shapes using hand tools, flame cutting torches and metal
cutting machines to precise tolerances.
- Aligning, often heavy parts to be joined using tools and measuring instruments.
- Joining metal sections using various welding techniques, bolting and reviting while working at heights.
- Reading and interpreting drawings and specifications.
- Work according the HortiQ standard.
Qualifications
- At least 5 years of relevant industry experience as a Metal Fabricator for greenhouse systems
- Knowledge of the latest greenhouse technology, including ModulAIR and HACo system
- Strong communication skills both verbal and written (preferably English and Dutch)
- Ability to build strong working relationships with clients, colleagues and all stakeholders
- Structured
- Solution-orientated.
- Be familiar to work according to the HortiQ standard.
- A flexible and positive attitude.
Entitlements: Annual and sick leave as per minimum industrial standards.
Are you interested in this job? Please send your application letter and curriculum vitae to:
Van der Hoeven Horticultural Projects B.V. / Van der Hoeven Greenhousebuilders B.V.
Heleen van der Vaart, HR
Vrij Harnasch 124
2635 BZ Den Hoorn
The Netherlands
Acquisition as a result of this advertisement is not appreciated.

